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 Games and Quizzes - Ideas For Activities 
 
Blockbusters  
 
A commercial Waddington's game can be modified and new Health related questions written. 

Or a large classroom set can be made using large card hexagons. This can be wall mounted 

using Velcro or blue tack. The class can be split into two teams for the duration of the game. 

The first person putting up their hand answers the question. If wrong however the other team 

gets a guess. Usually becomes very exciting, and everyone pays attention to the questions and 

answers. (Works best if 'Boys Versus Girls' is employed for the teams.) 

 
 
Can't Cook Won't Cook  
 
You will need A4 laminated cards with a red tomato on one side and  green pepper on the 

other. Enough for the whole class to have one each. Plus some scorecards. Split the class into 

two teams. Each team is asked a question in turn. Meanwhile both teams vote with their cards 

the answer to Good / Bad style Health related questions presented by the quizmaster. The Red 

Tomato = Bad and the Green Pepper = Good. The team captain can then choose to go with the 

majority answer or the  children who are positive they are right. A point is awarded for each 

correct answer. The team with most points at the end is the winner. Works best for a nutrition 

based quiz or a Good and Bad Foods for Teeth type quiz. 

 
 
15 to 1 
 
Make 15 double sided A4 cards with 2 and 3 on, and another 15 cards with 1 and Out on. 

These represent the number of lives the contestants have remaining. You will also need 15 

badges with 1 to 15 on to allow nominations. We suggest you use stickers or Velcro for these, 

as pins are problematical for some children. Give the A4 cards to children  to hold to show how 

many lives they have left. ( Watch out for cheating )  Ask the questions exactly like on 

programme until only one winner is left. 

 
 
Ultraquiz / Runaround  
 
Play in hall. Place A and B markers at different sides of room. Children start in the middle. After 

asking each question with two possible answers, the children run to one answer or the other. 

Wrong children are eliminated. Start with some fairly easy questions to get them into the swing 

of things. Then they get harder and harder. 30 children should be whittled down to 2 by about 

20 questions. Greater fun than it sounds and lots of scope for cheating and copycatting which 
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adds to fun. The children always ask to play  it again. Have plenty of extra questions ready. 

 
 
Play Your Cards Right ( or 'Play Your Snacks Right' ) 
 
Two teams answer questions on Dental Health and Nutrition to gain control of the board. Then 

play as per TV programme. Lots of shouting and group re-enforcement from shouting out 

'Higher' or  'Lower'. Large sets of playing cards are available from Educational suppliers and 

Joke Shops. 


